
What Driver Earnings are Telling us 
About the Future of Uber, Lyft, and the 
Ride-hailing Industry amid COVID-19 

Over the past two months, we’ve watched as COVID-19 has disrupted the lives of not just the 
millions of Americans that have contracted the virus, but also the 306 million citizens that have 
had to adapt to a “new normal”. 

A new normal that requires offices, restaurants, retail shops, hair salons, and any other 
business deemed “non-essential” to close their doors indefinitely. And while these adaptations 
are necessary, they have caused consumer spending to shrink by 16%, unemployment to 
skyrocket, and urban mobility to grind to a near halt. 

As Americans took to their homes, we saw a dramatic decrease in ride-hailing, with Uber and 
Lyft reporting a up to a 80% decrease in major cities. The visualizations of rideshare activity in 
both NYC and LA below show just how much the rideshare industry has declined since 
COVID-19 took hold of the country 

 



 

However, as human beings we are strong, resilient, and adaptable. 

So just as grocery stores, restaurants, and our medical professionals have adapted to this new 
normal, so will every day a Americans. 

So as the reopening of economies begins across much of the US, many in the mobility space 
are asking what does the future hold for the ride-hailing industry. Will consumers flock back to 
Uber and Lyft? Will more or less people take public transportation? And how fast will we finally 
be back to “normal”. 

We took to an often overlooked source to find answers about the future of the ride-hailing 
industry will fair: Drivers 

Using our anonymized data from more than 120k rideshare and delivery drivers, we can 
understand how the supply side of the ride-hailing industry is reacting to COVID-19 and start to 
understand how the ride-hailing industry in as a whole will go in 2020 and beyond. 

Let’s start by understanding driver earnings data. 

Inside the data: How much have drivers been 
earning? 
Let’s start our analysis by looking at the data that we have around rideshare driver earrings. 



With ride hailing down roughly 70% since COVID-19 began affecting the United States, we were 
not surprised to see driver earnings drop drastically as well. As rider demand began to fall 
drastically the week of March 16th, so would driver earnings. 

 

What we did not expect, however, is for driver earnings to start to climb again back to pre 
COVID-19 levels so rapidly. AS you can see on the graph above, drivers are earning $18.20 per 
hour for the week beginning May 3rd, 2020. 

We looked to our drivers to understand what was going on, and the answer was simple: Supply 
and demand. 

You see, 57% of drivers have removed themselves completely from the road to stay safe amid 
COVID-19 while another 14% have turned completely to delivery driving as a way to stay safe 
while still earning. 

That’s 71% of the supply of rideshare drivers being sucked off the road. 



 

To put it simply, driver supply has fallen more than rider demand has fallen, and driver earnings 
increasing is a signal that rider demand is growing. 

So if we can use rideshare earnings as a defacto supply and demand curve, what does this tell 
us? Let’s start off by highlighting where Uber and Lyft say rider demand is amid COVID-19. 

Inside the data: What level of rider demand are 
Uber and Lyft seeing? 
On their respective Q1 earnings calls, both Uber and Lyft gave insight into where they have 
seen rider demand over the past few weeks. 

Here are highlights from Uber’s earnings call: 
● Uber saw gross booking decline 80% globally in April 
● For the week ending May 3rd, 2020, Uber saw 9% trip growth and 12% gross bookings 

growth globally week-on-week.  
 



● For the week ending May 3rd, 2020, Uber saw gross bookings rise by 12% overall week-
on-week including New York City up 14%, San Francisco up 8%, Los Angeles up 10%, 
and Chicago up 11%.  
 

● For the week ending May 3rd, 2020, Uber saw gross bookings in large cities across 
Georgia and Texas grow 43% and 50% respectively. 

● As of the week ending May 3rd, 2020, Uber saw Hong Kong ridership back to 70% of 
pre-crisis gross bookings levels. 

Here are highlights from Lyft’s earnings call. Note that Lyft only operates in the US and Canada: 
● Lyft saw gross bookings decline 75% in April with ridership seeming to have reached a 

bottom in the second week of April. 
● For the week ending Sunday, May 3rd, rides were up 21% from their low.  
● For the week ending May 3rd, total rideshare rides grew 7% week-on-week. 
● For the week ending May 3rd, ridership is still down over 70% 
● In April, airport rides were under 2% of total rideshare rides. And this is down from about 

9% in Q3 and Q4 of last year.  
 

● When comparing the week ending April 5th and the most recent week, the week ending 
May 3rd, rideshare rides increased 25% in Atlanta, 35% in Chicago, 29% in Houston, 
39% in New Orleans, 22% in New York City, and finally, 25% in Seattle. 

● For the week ending May 3rd Lyft saw the following week over week growth: iIn Las 
Vegas, rides grew 22% week-on-week. Nashville grew at 16% week-on-week. Moving to 
Florida, Miami grew at 15% week-on-week, Orlando at 14% week-on-week and then 
finally, Texas, Austin at 16% week-on-week; and then Houston at 12% week-on-week. 

So with these data points in mind, we can make the following assumptions about the rideshare 
space. 

The rideshare demand curve 
Now that we know how much rideshare drivers have been earning and how many drivers have 
stopped driving, let’s take a look at how supply and demand curves are reacting. 

Let’s start our analysis by looking at what a Pre-COVID-19 rideshare demand curve might look 
like. 

Here we are using rideshare driver earnings as a proxy for the price that riders are willing to pay 
as driver earnings are generally a percentage of what a passenger pays.  
In the below graph we can see a demand base line and understand how driver earning are 
affected by a surge. 



 

Now, based on driver earnings and our data on driver supply we know that the entire demand 
curve shifted downwards. 

 

However, now as we are starting to seeing rideshare demand rebound, we are still seeing 
overall driver supply low. This is because drivers now have more options than ever. Many 
drivers are switching to food and grocery delivery and many drivers are able to collect 
unemployment for some time and stay home. 

You also have far fewer part-time drivers on the road as the benefit of extra income does not 
outweigh the health risks. 



 

So here we see price, or driver earnings, start to increase as the demand curve slowly moves 
up and supply curve stays the same or even continues to lower. 

So what does this mean for the rideshare 
industry? 

The rideshare companies may struggle to 
winback drivers in the short term 
Both Uber and Lyft may face an uphill battle when it comes to winning back rideshare drivers. 
Not only has the company received a litany of negative press, but they are facing new supply 
side competition that they have not seen previously. 

For rideshare drivers, driving for delivery services was always somewhat of an afterthought as 
ride-hailing was significantly more profitable. However, now drivers are seeing that both food 
and grocery delivery are becoming just as, if not more profitable than rideshare. Just look at 
what DoorDash drivers have made over a 4-week period between April 19th, 2020 and May 
17th, 2020.  



 

These numbers are comparable to what ride-hailing drivers made during the same period as 
you can see in figure 1A, however, delivery drivers also won’t face the same level of risk to their 
health as rideshare drivers. 

What’s even more interesting is how grocery drivers are making MORE than rideshare drivers 
during the same time period. 

 

We can see here that instacart shoppers made more than drivers did for several weeks in April 
and May while paying significantly less in expenses as they don’t have to drive around nearly as 
much. So drivers are saving a lot of money on gas, vehicle maintenance, vehicle repair and 
depreciation. 

Ride-hailing drivers are also more likely to simply stay at home since they are able to collect 
unemployment benefits for at least the next few months. 



Given the increased supply side competition, fear of COVID-19, and widely available 
unemployment benefits, traditional ride-hailing companies could face an uphill battle when it 
comes to driver supply. 

Rideshare demand will rebound quickly 

While driver supply may be difficult to come by for ride-hailing companies, there is evidence that 
rideshare demand is already beginning to bounce back and will bounce back quickly. 

Let’s look to the earnings of ride-hailing drivers in various markets to understand how rider 
demand has shifted. 

Atlanta 
Let’s start by looking at earnings numbers for Atlanta. 

 

Here we can see a steep decline in earnings in mid-March, followed by an overall increase in 
earnings. This would indicate that drivers in Atlanta experienced a decrease in earnings, 
followed by a gradual resurgence to earnings that were even higher than pre-COVID-19 levels. 

This leads us to believe that either supply has continued to fall faster than demand, or that 
supply has stabalized and demand is ticking back up. Luckily for us, we have a few other data 
points that we can leverage to understand what’s going on, including Apple’s mobility charts. 

Apple’s mobility trend data gives us a great view of how people are starting to move in their 
cities once again. Let’s take a look at what the data in Atlanta shows. 

https://www.apple.com/covid19/mobility


 

Here we can see that both driving and walking activity have steadily increased closer to pre-
COVID-19 since April, indicating that rideshare demand is likely picking up. 

We can also actually look directly at earnings data that Uber and Lyft have released around key 
markets. 

On their Q1 2020 earnings call, Uber CEO Dara K. stated that rides have been increasing week 
over week in Atlanta and rides were up 43% for the week ending May 3 when compared to the 
week ending April 12th, which was the low point for Uber rider demand. 

On Lyft’s Q1 2020 earnings call, their CEO Logan Green stated that the company saw rides 
increase 35% from April 5 to May 3.  

In Atlanta, we can see median driver earnings bouncing back all the way beyond their peak from 
2020 to $17.83 per hour the same week that the state reopened. We can see that driver 
earnings are correlating with increased rider demand. 

However, let’s look at additional markets to confirm. 



Driver Supply has fallen faster than rider demand 
Both Uber and Lyft have stated that the week ending April 12th was their low point in overall 
rider demand, however the low point for drivers has was actually the week ending March 23rd, 
2020. 

 businesses shutting their doors and panicked shoppers hoarding toilet paper, March was not a 
good look for us. For rideshare drivers, we hit an all-time low with a 36% decline in national 
earnings, with demand dropping  up to 70% in major cities and 73% of rideshare drivers opting 
to stop driving. Mobility trends from Apple have also reflected a significant decrease in 
movement for iOS users in March, but it looks like the worst of it may be behind us.  

 

While rideshare demand is nowhere near what it was pre-COVID-19, recent reports indicate that 
the low volume of demand for rides bottomed out the week of April 12th, and since then we’ve 
seen slight recovery week over week. Earnings and mobility reflect this upward trend, with both 
of these metrics bottoming out at the end of March and slowly climbing since then. While we 
expect fluctuation as drivers get back behind the wheel and increase supply, this could indicate 
that people are slowly requesting more rides and ultimately increasing demand.  

Rideshare demand will rebound quickly 

However, rideshare companies will struggle to winback drivers in the 
short term 

Ride-hailing companies will also continue to focus on delivery  

Uber faces regulatory challenges that could 
With a steep decline in driver earnings, an almost 3 billion dollar loss, 60% of drivers not 
working, and laying off 14% of their corporate workforce last week, Uber has definitely seen 



better days. Tack on the fact that Uber drivers are considered contract employees, which means 
that the government had to pay out driver unemployment that Uber did not pay a dime into, and 
we can expect that the worst is not over for this rideshare conglomerate. We can expect a vast 
increase in regulatory pressure on companies like Uber and Lyft in the near future. 

Uber will continue to lean on delivery, while Lyft scrambles 
With the majority of Americans at home, we’ve seen interesting consumer trends as people 
focus on avoiding the public. Takeout delivery alone has seen a drastic increase, and data 
shows that people are ordering food an average of 16% more than pre-COVID-19. As for 
delivery drivers, DoorDash has reported driver earnings increasing week of week, and they’ve 
recently surpassed Uber driver earnings by 10%.  

Despite the re-opening of some states, we expect delivery volume to continue to rise through 
2020 as Americans remain cautiously at home.   

And Uber will want a bigger piece of that pie.  
Takeout isn’t the only thing being ordered, with deliveries of everything from groceries to retail 
goods showing a dramatic increase. Grocery orders alone are up 62%, with earnings for 
Instacart delivery drivers rising weekly, recently surpassing Uber driver earnings by 10%. 

While delivery demands persist, we expect Uber to adapt and expand further into delivery 
offerings for food and retail goods.  
  

Uber likely sees opportunities to further improve it’s Take Rate 

Expect Uber to survive and thrive post COVID-19 
Despite a brutal first quarter and no end in sight for the pandemic, Uber is in a tremendous 
position to succeed in the long term. While it may not be as transparent now with the losses 
Uber is currently facing, we recently performed a study to find out if consumers planned to use 
rideshare as often post-pandemic. What we learned was that consumers indicated they don’t 
plan on going out as often, and more than a third indicated they plan to reduce going out by 
25% - 50%. In addition to this, riders indicated that they plan to use public transportation 23% 
less than before to get to work, and 31% less for recreational purposes. 

This may not sound like good news for the rideshare industry, however keeping in mind that 
Americans will likely avoid public transportation crowds upon re-opening, we anticipate more 
people turning to rideshare apps, ultimately increasing demand over time. In addition to this, the 
delivery industry is booming and experts don’t expect that to change anytime soon, and Uber 
will likely adapt to build out the delivery sector of their business.  



It goes without saying, but like a lot of businesses Uber had a pretty rough start to the year. 
Even after the stay at home orders are lifted, we don’t expect Uber  to bounce back overnight, 
however we do foresee slow and steady rises in demand, eventually coming back stronger than 
ever with new delivery options available. 

Consolidation? 

Extra - don’t review 

Highlights from Uber and Lyft’s Earnings Report 
Like the rest of the travel industry, It’s no surprise that Uber and Lyft have taken a massive hit 
during this pandemic.  

Uber takes an almost $3 billion hit. 
On May 7th, Uber reported that while year over year revenue is up 14%, the pandemic has 
been on of the reasons for the company losing almost $3 billion dollar loss, a lot of which came 
from their international ride-hailing businesses like Grab and Didi who are also experiencing a 
decrease in demand.  

Delivery Services saw a massive increase. 
Uber has seen an 87% uptick in revenue on Uber Eats since the pandemic began and has since 
expanded their services to offer Uber Direct, a grocery and retail delivery service as well as 
Uber Connect, a peer-to-peer delivery service.  

Lyft also wanted to get in on this, launching a service in April aimed to deliver meals and 
groceries to essential workers. WIth grocery orders up 64% as well, this new delivery trend does 
not appear to be going away anytime soon. In fact, a recent survey of consumers revealed that 
people still plan to order delivery 55% more post-pandemic compared to before.  

Which likely drove the increase in driver earnings, too. 
In a recent survey of Gridwise drivers, we found that 46% of drivers indicated they stopped 
driving for rideshare services completely to protect themselves. Additionally, 49% of drivers 
indicated that they’re now driving for delivery services like Doordash and Instacart instead. With 
rideshare supply and demand low, the slow increase in driver earnings since the pandemic hit 
can be attributed to drivers earning money with delivery services, instead. 



Demand is slowly increasing for Uber and Lyft. 
Uber has seen a 12% increase in trip growth week over week in the United States, with hard-hit 
metropolitan areas like New York City up 14%, San Francisco up 8%, Los Angeles up 10%, and 
Chicago up 11%. Georgia and Texas, both of whom are in the process of re-opening, saw a 
43% and 50% increase in trip growth week over week.  

This news from Uber with rising rideshare demand is promising, and Lyft echoes this hope, 
reporting a 7% increase week over week in total rideshares.  
While we consider these increases for both companies good news, we’re not entirely sure how 
this will play out in the long run. Instead, we turned to the data to understand what will happen 
to companies like Uber and Lyft post-pandemic. Here’s what we know so far.  

  the United States, closing businesses and forcing people to stay home and practice social 
distancing. No one saw this coming, but as soon as Americans saw the risk associated with 
COVID-19, we did what we do best; we adapted.  

Companies who could work remotely closed their offices, setting up employees to continue 
doing their jobs from home. Local restaurants you wouldn’t typically find on delivery apps before 
COVID-19 quickly set up delivery options, sharing updates on social media and removing 
friction from the online ordering process. Grocery stores hired more shoppers and delivery 
personnel to reduce the volume of shoppers in-store. Even gyms began offering online workouts 
to do at home once they had to close their doors.  

While these adaptations have sustained businesses in the categories listed above, the same is 
unfortunately not true for the rideshare industry.  
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